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Abstract: 

De-noising process is the way to improve an image affected from different types of noise. For this purpose the nonlinear diffusion 

filter is used. This process is different than the other processes of de-noising in a way that this involves the edge preservations in 

the image which is affected by the noise so that a process can make a difference between the edge and the noise in the image. 

After using this technique we will come to see that de-noising of image will get improved. We can see this improvement by 

calculating the image quality parameters like PSNR and MSE.  
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

 

Picture commotion is variety in shine or shading for the 

picture and is generally  an electronic error. Commotion can 

be produced by the sensor and hardware of a scanner or 

advanced camera. Picture commotion can likewise begin in 

film grain and in the unavoidable shot error of a perfect 

photon finder. Picture error is an undesirable by-result of 

picture catch that includes spurious and superfluous data. 

Error expulsion is a critical undertaking in Image handling 

[1]. By  and large the aftereffects of the commotion 

evacuation impact the nature of the picture handling 

procedure. A few methods for commotion  evacuation are 

entrenched in computerized picture preparing. The way of 

the commotion expulsion issue relies on upon the sort of the 

error tainting the picture. In the field o f picture commotions 

lessening a few direct and non-linear separating techniques 

have been proposed. Diverse methodologies for rebuilding of 

error and picture improvement have been viewed as, each of 

which has their own confinement and points of interest. In 

this non-linear dissemination is connected over direct 

dispersion strategies which give  better result in contrast to 

past channel. 

 

II. TYPE OF NOIS ES  

In this section four types of noises are described, which are 

as follows: 

 

A. Gaussian Noise  

 

Fundamental wellsprings of Gaussian commotion in 

computerized pictures emerge amid catching a picture e.g. 

sensor commotion by  poor light and/or high temperature, 

and/or transmission e.g. Electronic circuit error. The standard 

model of this commotion is added substance, autonomous at 

every pixel and free o f the sign force. Speaker error is a 

noteworthy part of the "read commotion" of a p icture sensor, 

that is, of the consistent error level in dull territories of the 

picture. In shading cameras where more intensification  is 

utilized as a part of the blue shading divert than in the green 

or red channel, there can be more commotion in the blue 

channel. 

B. SALT & PEPPER NOISE  

 

Imprudent commotion is now and then called  salt-and-pepper 

error or spike error. A picture containing salt-and-pepper 

error will have dull p ixels in  brilliant locales and splendid 

pixels in  dim d istricts. This kind of commotion  can be 

brought on by simple to-computerized converter mistakes, bit 

blunders in transmission, and so forth. 

 
C. SPECKLE NOISE 

 

It is innately exists in and corrupts the quality of the [3] 

dynamic radar and manufactured opening radar (SAR) 

pictures. Speckle erro r in tradit ional radar results from 

arbitrary variances in the arrival signal from an item that is 

no greater than a solitary picture preparing component. It 

builds the mean dark level of a neighbourhood. Dot error in 

SAR is by and large more genuine, creat ing challenges for 

picture elucidation. It is brought about by rational preparing 

of backscattered signs from various disseminated targets. In 

SAR oceanography, for instance, dot error is brought about 

by signs from rudimentary scrambles, the grav ity-slim swells, 

and shows as a platform p icture, underneath the picture of the 

ocean waves. 

 

D. POISSON NOISE  

 

Poisson noise or shot commotion is a sort of electronic 

commotion that happens when the limited number of 

particles that convey vitality, for example, electrons in an 

electronic circuit or photons in an optical gadget, is 

sufficiently little  to offer ascent to distinguishable factual 

variances in estimat ion. 

 

III. NO ISE REMO VAL TECHNIQUE  

 
A. MEDIAN FILTER TECHNIQUE   

 

Median filter is a nonlinear filter which is useful in      

reducing impulsive, or salt and pepper noise. It is also useful 

in preserving edges [2] in an image while reducing random 

noise. Impulsive or salt and pepper noise can occur due to a 
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random error in a communication channel. In  a median filter, 

a window sides with the image, and the median intensity vale 

of the pixels within the window becomes the output intensity 

of the pixel being processed. Like low pass filtering, median 

filtering smooths the image and is thus useful in reducing 

noise. Unlike low pass filtering, median filtering can 

preserve discontinuities in a step function and can smooth a 

few pixels whose values differ significantly from their 

surroundings without affecting the other pixels. 

 
B. Histogram Technique 

 

It is one kind of s moothing technique, as is straight Gaussian 

filtering. All smoothing methodologies are convincing at 

clearing hullabaloo in smooth fixes or smooth districts of a 

sign, however unfairly impact edges. Consistently be that as 

it may, meanwhile as reducing the uproar in a sign, it is 

fundamental to protect the edges. Edges are of essential 

essentialness to the visual appearance of pictures [3]. For 

litt le to direct levels of (Gaussian) upheaval, the centre 

channel is obviously better than anything Gaussian dark at 

ousting uproar whilst securing edges for a given, settled 

window size. Nevertheless, its execution is not that 

incredibly  enhanced than Gaussian dark for a lot of noise, 

however, for spot confusion and salt and pepper fuss (hurried 

racket), it is particularly  convincing. As an aftereffect of this, 

centre filtering is extensively used as a piece of cutting edge 

picture taking care of. 

 

C. Fuzzy Filter 

 

The use of these procedures in picture preparing is a 

promising explorat ion field. Fuzzy systems have as of now 

been connected in a few a reas of picture handling (e.g., 

sifting, addition, and morphology), and have various 

reasonable applications (e.g., in mechanical and therapeutic 

picture preparing). Pictures are frequently tainted with 

motivation error because of boisterous sensor or channel 

transmission blunder. Fuzzy procedures have as of now been 

connected in a few fields of picture preparing e.g. sifting, 

introduction and morphology. Various non-straight 

methodologies have been as of now created for motivation 

error expulsion, for instance the surely understood fuzzy 

derivation guideline by else-activity channel (FIRE), 

weighted flu ffy mean channel, an iterative fluffy control 

based channel, histogram versatile fuzzy channel (HAF), 

versatile fuzzy exchanging channel (AFSF) and so forth. 

 

IV. RELATED WORK 

 

P. Perona, and J. Malik presented in [4] “Scale -space and 

edge identification utilizing anisotropic dispersion" 

anticipated that the dissemination coefficient is d iffered 

spatially so as to energize intra region smoothing as opposed 

to inter region s moothing. It  is demonstrated that the 'no new 

maxima ought to be created at coarse scales' property of 

routine scale space is saved. As the area limits in the 

methodology stay sharp, a great edge identifier which 

effectively misuses worldwide data is acquired. 

 

P. Saint-Marc, J. Chen, and G. Medioni, p resented [5] in  

“Versatile smoothing: a general instrument for early v ision" 

anticipated a strategy to smooth a sign while p rotecting 

discontinuities is displayed. This is accomplished by over 

and over convolving the sign with a little  averaging cover 

weighted by a measure of the sign coherence at every point. 

Edge discovery can be performed after a couple of emphases, 

and elements separated from the smoothed sign are 

effectively limited. Th is last property permits the deduction 

of a scale-space representation of a sign utilizing the versatile 

smoothing parameter k as the scale measurement.  

 

F. Catte, P. Lions, and J. Morel [6] presented “Picture 

specific s moothing and edge identification by nonlinear 

dissemination" anticipated another variant of the Perona and 

Malik hypothesis for edge discovery and picture rebuild ing is 

proposed. This new form keeps every one of the upgrades of 

the first model and dodges its downsides: it is turned out to 

be steady in nearness of commotion, with presence and 

uniqueness results. Numerical trials on regular p ictures are 

exhibited. 

 

L. Alvarez, P. L. Lions, and J. M. Morel, [7] presented 

“Image selective smoothing and edge detection by nonlinear 

diffusion (II)” A stable algorithm is proposed for image 

restoration based on the “mean curvature motion” equation. 

Existence and uniqueness of the “viscosity” solution of the 

equation are proved, a L^∞ stable algorithm is given, 

experimental results are shown, and the subjacent vision 

model is compared with those introduced recently by several 

vision researchers.  

 

J. Weickert, “Multiscale texture enhancement,” [8] 

presented the structure tensor are combined with the scale-

space concept of anisotropic diffusion filtering. In contrast to 

many other nonlinear diffusion techniques, the proposed one 

uses a diffusion tensor instead of a scalar d iffusivity. This 

allows true anisotropic behavior. 

 

Abha agrawal and Pawan kumar Mishra [9] p resented a 

comparison of performance of image restoration is presented 

to see the behavior of d ifferent filters along with diverse 

coding scheme. 

 

V. PROPOS ED SCHEME 

 

Step 1. Store image into a variable; X=”input image”;  

 

Step 2. Add Five noises and store to variables;  

 I[1,2,3,4,5]= usgaeNoise(X, 1,2,3,4,5);  

 

Step 3. First Noise variab les are passed with Median filter.  

 

Step 4. Now Noise variables are passed with Fuzzy filter  

 

Step 5. Finally  Noise variab les are passed with  proposed 

 nonlinear diffusion filter.  

 Define noise threshold = k; 

 Calculate image gradient ADF;  

 delta[I(t)]= I[x,y]-I[x’-y’] ; difference between 

 neighbour pixels; 

  delta[I(t+t’)] = I[x,y]+delta[I(t)];  

 Detect noise and edge; if delta[I]<k ; it’s a Noise; 

 change it; 

 if delta[I]>k ; it’s an edge; don’t change it; 

 

Step 6. Calcu late all parameters and histogram with all 

 coding algorithm and noises. 

VI. RESULT AND ANALYSIS  

This is the de-noising implementation of the digital images. 

Several types of noises are implemented first on the input 
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image for experimentation purpose. And then these input 

images are processed through the three coding schemes for 

the de-noising implementation. These three coding are: 

1. Median Filer 

2. Fuzzy filter  

3. Non-linear d iffusion filter 

First input image is accumulated with the five types of 

noises. After the noise adding process this input image is 

processed through the three coding schemes for the de-

noising implementation. 

1. For all the parameters, for all the noises for the test 

images proposed algorithm is giv ing the best results 

which can observe from all the graphs and the tables. 

2.  For test image improvement on the SNR and PSNR is 

about 5 to 10% for proposed coding scheme.  

3.  For test image improvement in MSE MAE RMSE is 

about 10-20% for p roposed coding scheme. 

4. With the high values of PSNR and low values Errors 

(MSE, MAE, RMSE) the proposed coding scheme is 

very suitable for salt and pepper noise and poison noise. 

 

 
Figure.1. Input test image 

 

A. Calculation at different parameter  

 

 
Figure.2 .Parameter calculation for median filter  

 

 
Fig ure.3. Parameter calculation for fuzzy filter  

 
Figure. 4. Parameter calculation for proposed filter  

 

VII. CO NCLUSION 

Now after conducting the experimentation and obtaining 

results we can conclude the work. In  this workflow, first 

several types of noises are implemented on the input image 

for experimentation purpose. And then these input images are 

processed through the three coding schemes for the de-

noising implementation. One section of this is showing the 

implementation in the previous work which is based on the 

Fuzzy filter implementation. In the presented section the 

implementation is based on the new Non liner diffusion filter.  

For all the parameters, for all the noises and for the image 

proposed algorithm is giv ing the best results which can 

observe from all the graphs and the tables. Improvement on 

the SNR and PSNR is about 5 to 10% for proposed coding 

scheme. Improvement in MSE, MAE, RMSE is about 10-

20% for proposed coding scheme. With the high values of 

PSNR and low values Errors (MSE, MAE, RMSE) the 

proposed coding scheme is very suitable for salt and pepper 

noise and poison noise. For the future implementation on the 

coding scheme we can increase the iterations of non-linear 

diffusion filter to preserve more edges of the noise 

cancellation technique which will further improve the PSNR 

and all the errors corresponding with the technique. 
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